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TEMPLATES

- Search templates using the Excel program OR your favorite search engine (google, yahoo, etc.)

- Don’t be afraid to take a template and then make modifications to best suite your need



CARRIAGE RETURNS

PROBLEM: You need to enter a long text to a cell, each time you process enter to separate lines, Excel just takes you 
to a new cell. The only way is to hit space bar 9 times to get the next word to drop down below… 

SOLUTION: Press ALT-ENTER at the end of a line to create a new line below automatically



MOVING AROUND YOUR SPREADSHEET

PROBLEM: I’m tired of scrolling all the way to the bottom or right or a spreadsheet… I need to go to a particular 
place.

SOLUTIONS:
- First cell in active column = CTRL + Up Arrow
- Last cell in active column = CTRL + Down Arrow
- First cell in active row = CTRL + Left Arrow
- Last cell in active row = CTRL + Right Arrow
- The Very First Cell (A1) = CTRL + Home
- Bottom Right Corner = CTRL + End



SELECTING A RANGE OF CELLS

PROBLEM: Selecting a large range of cells can be a pain. Here is one trick that can help.

SOLUTIONS:
- Select everything above the original cell = CTRL + SHIFT + Up Arrow
- Select everything to the left of the original cell = CTRL + SHIFT + Left Arrow
- Move down one row (to avoid header?) = SHIFT + Down Arrow
- Move to the right one column (to avoid ID Column?) = SHIFT + Right Arrow



KEEP HEADERS CONSTANT AS YOU SCROLL

PROBLEM: Losing header information as you scroll down through a spreadsheet

SOLUTIONS:
1- Click the first cell in the row below the last row you want to freeze
2- Choose Window > Freeze Panes
3- To unfreeze frozen rows, choose Window > Unfreeze Panes



FREEZE ROWS & COLUMNS AT SAME TIME

PROBLEM: Losing header and ID information as you scroll through a spreadsheet

SOLUTIONS:
1- Click the cell below and to the right of the rows and columns you want to freeze
2- Choose Window > Freeze Panes
3- To unfreeze frozen rows, choose Window > Unfreeze Panes



SORT BY MORE THAN 3 COLUMNS

PROBLEM: I want to sort Column B, then by Column A, then by C & D…

SOLUTIONS:
If you wan tot sort by columns A B C D E, select the whole spreadsheets, then sort by C D E, then A B. This will 
result in all five columns being sorted.



SPECIAL PASTE

PROBLEM: Pasting data using different options

SOLUTIONS:

Paste – Pastes everything
Values – Pastes the result of the formula
Fx – Only pastes the formula
R/C - Switches Rows to Columns and Columns to Rows
Brush % - Pastes the Formatting only
Link - Creates a “linked/copy cell” of what is copied



SMALL TIPS & TRICKS

• ALT+= Inserts a SUM formula

• CTRL+TAB Switches between open Excel windows

• CTRL+1 Opens the FORMAT CELLS dialog box

• CTRL+Z Undo command

• CTRL+N Opens new workbook

• Use arrows to select cells in a formula can be quicker at times

• Double clicking to auto-resize cells

• Hiding Rows & Columns

• Auto-fill 



PRINT TITLES & FILE LOCATIONS



QUICKLY SUM A RANGE OF CELLS



DROP DOWNS in 5 STEPS

1. Create VALUES to appear in your drop down list. 
This is your SOURCE list.

2. Select the cell where you want the drop down option

3. Click DATA on the menu at the top, then DATA VALIDATION

4. Allow: LIST

5. Source: select the source list you created in Step 1



TABLE MAGIC in 3 Steps

1. CTRL+T

2. Select the Data you want to create a table with

3. Reformat as needed



FROM STANDARD TABLES 2 PIVOT TABLES 

IN 2 CLICKS

1. Under DESIGN, click SUMMARIZE IN PIVOT TABLE


